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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a nonlinear equation in a real Banach space LZ? 
Lu + F(u, A) = 0 (1) 
where L is a linear, F a nonlinear operator mapping dense subsets of a into LJT, 
X is a real parameter, and u ES?‘. By a solution of (1) we mean a pair 
(A, U) E R x a’. In this paper we are concerned with the stability of solutions 
of (1) considered as equilibrium solutions of the associated evolution equation 
; + Lv + F(v, A) = 0. (2) 
We assume that the principle of linearized stability is valid; i.e., that (A, u) 
is a stable equilibrium of (2) if the spectrum of the “derivative” operator 
L + Fu’h 4 (3) 
lies in the right half plane. (It will usually be clear from the context what the 
formal derivative should be in (3). For example, if F is the mapping from C1 
to Cl defined by F(u) =f(~, u, u’) for u E C2, where f  is a differentiable 
function of its three variables, then Fu’(u) F would be the linear operator 
f&, UT 4 v  + f&G UT u’) rp’.) 
DEFINITION. We call (A, , us) a critical solution of (1) if the Frechet 
derivative (3) at (A, , us) has an eigenvalue at the origin (and therefore is not 
invertible). 
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A critical solution is a possible bifurcation point for the solutions of (1). 
In this paper, we use a Leray-Schauder topological degree argument to 
examine the stability of solutions of (3) in the neighborhood of a simple 
critical solution when the null space of the Frechet derivative is one dimen- 
sional. The main theorem of a preceeding paper [4] is generalized, and the 
results are applied to answer a particular question raised by D. S. Cohen in 
conjunction with his paper [2]. There the existence of multiple solutions (for a 
fixed value of X) of the nonlinear boundary value problem 
pun - 24’ +f(u, A) = 0, 
u’(0) - au(O) = 0, U’(1) = 0, (4) 
is established and it is presumed that the structure of solutions is that of an 
s-shaped curve such as in Fig. 1. By direct estimates the stability of the top 
and bottom branches is established partway, but not all the way, to the critical 
points (A1 , or) and (ha, uz). Our results show, however, that by topological 
arguments the regions of stability can be extended all the way to the critical 
points, and that, furthermore, the solutions on the middle branch are unstable. 
FIGURE I 
The argument that stability extends all the way to the critical points is a 
simple continuation argument. The proof that the middle branch is unstable 
requires a deeper analysis, viz., the topological degree theory of Leray- 
Schauder. The advantage of these topological arguments is that no particular 
information about the equation or solutions at the critical points, other than 
that the structure of the solution curves is that pictured in Figure 1, is needed. 
Some justification for such a solution curve structure is given in Section 2. 
Some preliminary analysis is also carried out in the same section. The main 
theorem is given in Section 3, and in Section 4 the results are applied to some 
simple problems, including Cohen’s case, and a problem in subcritical 
convection discussed by D. D. Joseph [3]. 
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2. TECHNICAL PRELIMINARIES 
All of the technical considerations of [4] are to be taken into account here. 
In particular, we assume L has a compact inverse K and KF has a completely 
continuous extension to all of 9 which we denote by N(u, ,I). We further 
assume that (1) is equivalent to its “weak” form 
qu, A) = u + N(u, A) =-= 0 (5) 
in the sense that if (X, U) is a solution of (5), then u belongs to the domains of 
L and F and satisfies (I). We assume :V(u, h) has two continuous derivatives in 
u and h in its region of definition. 
If  (A, ti) is a noncritical solution of (5), then the Frechet derivative @,‘(z& A) 
is invertible; and, by the implicit function theorem, u may be developed as a 
function of h in a neighborhood of A. We get in this way a curve of solutions 
containing (x, zi) in some interval (A, A). Suppose that, as X ---f A, the solutions 
u(h) remain bounded in norm. Since N is completely continuous (and con- 
tinuous in the pair (h, u)), we can choose a subsequence X,, +A such that 
N(u(X,), A,) is a convergent sequence in 97. Applying Eq. (5) we see that u(X,) 
also converges. Passing to the limit in (5) with X = )In , u :z- u, , we get a 
solution (X, U) of (5). S’ imilarly, we can construct a solution (A, 11) at the other 
end of the interval. The existence of the solutions (A, U) and (A, u) is established 
regardless of whether the Frechet derivatives @,‘(zz, A) and Dp,,‘(_u, A) are 
invertible or not. By this simple continuation argument, given a solution of 
(5), we can extend a curve passing through it either to infinity (ii u 1, ---f ‘CC or 
/ /\ / + CO) or to a critical solution (h, , u,). For, if the endpoints (A, II) and 
(A, U) are not critical solutions, we can repeat the above continuation argument 
and extend the curve further. 
By a curve segment we shall mean a curve of solutions of (1) containing 
no critical solutions. Curve segments are open and may be infinite. In some 
cases, including the boundary value problem (4), the eigenvalues of the 
Frechet derivative are always real. In that case, a solution cannot lose stability 
by two complex eigenvalues crossing the imaginary axis. Consequently, each 
solution lying along a curve segment passing through a given stable solution 
is also stable. This argument shows that the solution branches in Pig. 1 are 
stable up to the turning points of the curves. (The turning points are also 
critical points by our definition.) 
We now discuss the stability properties of solutions lying on curves emana- 
ting from a critical point where the Frechet derivative has a one-dimensional 
null space. The following lemma will be important in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let (A, , u,) be a critical solution of (5) and let Q, be twice 
continuously difleerentiable in u. Let the null space of I + N,‘(h, , u,) be n-dimen- 
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sional. Let the bifurcation equations obtained via the usual Lyapounov-Schmidt 
procedure be denoted by 
h&x1 ,..., a, , A) = 0, i = l,..., n. (6) 
Let (A, Ez) be the solution of (5) corresponding to the solution (& ,..., Gi, , A) of (6). 
Then sP,‘(u’, A) is invertible if and only if 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that (A, , u,) = (0,O). 
Write 
@(% A) = @(O, A) + @,‘(O, 4 u + e, A) 
= 44 + 4) u + W, 3, 
where h(h) ~93, h(0) = 0, and A(X) = A, + M,(h) = @,‘(O, A). Let P, and 
Q0 be the projections on the null and range space of A,, respectively. From 
the Lyapounov-Schmidt procedure we see that equation (5) is equivalent to 
the system 
v  + =Q,A,v + KQ&(v, A) = 011% + 1.. + WA - KQoW), (7) 
h,(or, ,..., an, 4 = (h(4, vi*) + W,v, pi*) + W, 9 ‘pi*) 
= 0, (8) 
where vI ,..., pn span the null space of A, = I + iV,‘(O, 0), and pr*,..., TV* 
form the dual basis for the null space of A,*. ((vi , vj*) = Sij . Here (u, p*) 
denotes v*(u), where u E~Y and v* ~39*.) K is the inverse of A, restricted 
to its range; that is, KQ,,A, = Q,, . Equation (7) is uniquely solvable for small 
a1 ,**a, %I > A. 
We are assuming that the nullity index of A, is 1. That is, if 
iVk = (p’ : A,‘Ecp = 01, then IV, = Nl = [vl ,..., q.1~1. The projection I’, has 
the form 
The equation Pow = 0 is equivalent to the set of equations (w, ‘pi*) = 0, 
i = l,..., n. Equations (7) and (8) are obtained as follows. Beginning with (5) 
in the form 
4,~ + W(+ + R(v,4 + h(A) = 0 
apply the projection Q,, and then operator K. Since KQ&, = Q0 we get 
Qov + hKQdZ,W + KQdW, 4 + KQJG) = 0. 
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Letting oli = (~1, vi*) so that er = o1i1~~i + ..* + anypn + &zi, equation (7) 
follows immediately. Equations (8) are obtained by applying the projection Pu 
to (5). 
Now we compute &l&z, and ahi/aaj by differentiating (7) and (8): 
(9) 
(10) 
where the Frechet derivative R,’ is evaluated at the solution u((Y~ ,..., 01, , h) 
of (7). 
Now suppose @,‘(u, X) is not invertible where (h, U) is a solution of (5) 
lying within the region of validity of the Eqs. (7) (8). Then there exists an 
eigenfunction F such that 
cDu’(u, A) cp = A,p + hA,p, + R,‘(u, X) cp = 0. (11) 
Applying KQ, , we get 
Qov + ~Qdz,p, + KQoRu’@, 4 9, = 0; 
writing VJ = I%+ + *** + t%vn + Qov, we get 
q~ + =QoA,g, + KQ,R,‘P, = A’PI + ... + Bnp”n . (12) 
Comparing (12) and (9) we see that 
(Note: the solution of Eqs. (9) and (12) are unique for small h and (or ,..., 01, . 
This follows from the fact that R and Ii,’ vanish at (0,O); in that case, Eqs. 
(7) (9), and (12) can all be solved by successive approximations in a neighbor- 
hood of the origin.) Applying P,, to (1 l), we get 
44~ vi*) + (Ru’v, vi*) = 0 i = I,..., n. 
We have used the fact that P,,A,,~I = 0, hence the first term in (11) is 
annihilated when we take the projection. If we insert our expression (13) for v 
we get 
El Bj ]A (Al $ * Tpi* ) +(Ru’$pi*)! =0 i= l,..., n. (14) 
3 
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By comparing this with (IO), we see that the columns of the Jacobian 
matrix are linearly dependent, hence 
(15) 
Conversely, if (15) holds, then the columns of ahi/& are linearly dependent 
and there exist a set of numbers /I1 ,..., r6, such that (14) holds. Taking (13) 
as the definition of the function v and working backwards, we get a null 
function for the Frechet derivative. Q.E.D. 
By using the above lemma we can often easily determine whether the 
Frechet differential is invertible along the curves emanating from a critical 
point. See, for example, [4], where the invertibility has been established at a 
bifurcation point of simple type. Let us examine the invertibility for the 
case of a simple turning point. Suppose @(O, 0) = 0, GA’(O, 0) = h, , (h, e.9fY), 
@d(O, 0) = A,. We assume A,cp, = 0, A,*q+,* = 0, and suppose 
(h, , p,,*) # 0. The bifurcation equation obtained by the Lyapounov- 
Schmidt procedure reads 
h(or, A) = h(h, ) To*) + *-* = 0, 
where the dots denote higher order terms in 01 and h. 
In fact, @(O, /\) = Xh, + O(P), and from (7), 
v = mpo - hKQ& + O(h). 
Inserting this in (8) we obtain 
4% 4 = w, , To*) + q4p0, voO*) + O(h2 + a”). 
Since 
we can solve uniquely for h = X(a). Such a situation would occur, for example, 
in the case illustrated in Figure 2a below. 
Along the solution curves X = X(a), 
$ h(a, X(a)) = h, + h, 2 s 0. 
For small (Y, h, # 0 so h, # 0 if X’(a) # 0. Therefore by Lemma 2.1 the 
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FIGURE 2a FIGURE 2h 
Frechet differential QU’(u, A) is invertible in a punctured neighborhood of the 
critical point, provided h’(a) # 0 there. 
If  the operators involved are analytic, then h(ol) and h’(a) will be analytic 
functions whose zeroes cannot cluster at 01 = 0; so the Frechet differential 
is certainly invertible along the curves in this case, unless hcu zs 0 
along the curves. In this case X’(a) c 0 and the curve is “vertical”. The 
solutions along such a vertical curve are neutrally stable. (That is, the critical 
eigenvalue is zero and a linearized stability analysis no longer applies.) 
Finally, let us prove 
LEMMA 2.2. Consider the linear boundary value problem 
- UC + p(x) u’ + q(x) u = Au, x1 < x < XT.1 )
a,~&,) + b,u’(xJ = 0, 
(16) 
i= 1,2, 
where (aI2 + az2) (b12 + b22) # 0. The eigenvalues of (16) are all real and 
simple. In particular, the eigenvalues of the Frechet dzyeerential for (4) aye always 
real and simple. 
Proof. The transformation v  = ePPu, where P’ = p carries (16) into the 




q - g. - + v = Av, ‘I 
[ai - $.+ci)] v(xJ + b,v’(xJ = 0, i= 1,2, 
for which the eigenvalues are real and simple Cl]. Note that (ai - (bJ2) p(q)) 
and bi are not both zero since ai and bi are not both zero. 
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3. MAIN THEOREM 
Let (A, , uC) be a critical solution of (1) such that the Frechet differential (3) 
has a one-dimensional null space. Let solution curves p1 ,..., /3% emanate from 
(A, , u,) and suppose that the Frechet differential is invertible along each of 
the curves in a neighborhood of the critical point. (In case the Jacobian h, 
vanishes identically along the curve, the stability is, of course, marginal). Then 
the Leray-Schauder index of the operator I + N is defined at each of the 
solutions and is iI. In this section, we prove: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (A, , u,) be a critical solution such that the Frechet 
derivative has a one-dimensional null space of (1) and with curves p1 , /32 ,..., pn 
emanating from it. Under the above assumptions, curves with opposite Leray- 
Schauder indices have the critical eigenvalue lying on opposite sides of the origin 
while curves with the same Leray-Schauder indices have the critical eigenvalue 
lying on the same side of the origin. (This refers to the critical eigenvalue of the 
derivative operator (3).) In particular, ; f  at the critical solution (A, , uJ, the 
operator (3) has the rest of its spectrum strictly in the right half plane, then curves 
with the same indices have the same stability, and curves with opposite indices 
have opposite stability. 
Before going to the proof of Theorem 3.1 it will be helpful if we recall some 
of the basic properties of the Leray-Schauder degree. These are summarized 
in [4] and are developed in [5], [6]. 
Let N be completely continuous transformation on a Banach space AY. 
Then the Frechet derivative N,’ is a compact linear operator. I f  u,, satisfies 
u, + N(u,) = 0 and I + N’(u,,) is invertible, then us is an isolated solution 
and its index is 
%$I + Vu,,), Q, 0) 
where Sz is any open neighborhood of the origin in 9. This index is the sum 
of the multiplicities of all characteristic values of -N’(u,) in the interval (0, 1). 
(Note: p is a characteristic value of -N’(u,) if (I+ pN’(u,))cp = 0 has 
non-trivial solutions.) For a proof, see [5], p. 58. 
In the proof which follows, we consider the index of I + NU’(u, A) when 
h and u are sufficiently small. We assume that -1 is a simple characteristic 
value of -N,‘(O, 0). Then for small u and A, I + NU’(u, A) has only the 
one simple real eigenvalue in the neighborhood of the origin. We now proceed 
to the proof of Theorem 3.1. 
Proof. To prove the first statement, let p1 and & be curves with opposite 
Leray-Schauder indices and let them be parametrized by T : U(T), X(T) so that 
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7 > 0 corresponds to & , say, and 7 < 0 corresponds to /3a . Define the opera- 
tors 
w, d = L + FU’W, W) + s, 
qs, T) = I + Nu’(U(T), A(T)) + SK. 
Let o(s, T) = U(T) + s be the critical eigenvalue of Y, where U(T) is the critical 
eigenvalue of Y(0, T) = L + F,‘. We have ~(0, 0) = 0. If  the solutions along 
/3r and /3a both have the same stability, then U(T) is of the same sign for 7 > 0 
and T < 0, 7 # 0. Suppose solutions along both branches are stable. Then for 
all s > 0 and suitably small S > 0, ~(s, T) > 0 for 0 < ( 7 / < S. Conse- 
quently, there is never a nontrivial solution of Y(s, T) v  = 0 for s > 0 and 
o< 171 (6. 
On the other hand, consider the critical eigenvalue ,B(s, T) of the operator 
@(s, T), where /3(0,0) = 0. By degree theory, /3(0, T) must lie on opposite sides 
of the origin for 7 > 0 and 7 < 0 since the two solution branches have 
opposite indices. As 7 varies from -S to +S, /3(0, T) must therefore cross 0; 
and for small positive s, fl(s, 7 must also cross 0 as 7 varies. This is impossible, ) 
however, since that would imply the existence of a nontrivial solution to 
@(s, T) y  = 0 hence of Y(s, T) v  = 0, which, as we have seen, cannot happen. 
To prove the other statement, let the curves /3, and & have the same 
indices and suppose they have opposite stabilities. Introduce the operators 
where U(T) and A(T) are parameterized as before. Now let cr(s, 7) and p(s, T) 
be the critical eigenvalues of the new Y and @. Since the two solution bran- 
ches have the same indices, p(1, ) 7 must be of the same sign for 7 > 0 and 
T < 0 but 1 T / suitably small. Therefore, /7(x, T) is strictly positive for s < 1 
but s close to 1 and 0 < / 7 j < 6. 
On the other hand, if the two branches have opposite stabilities, then 
u(I, T)-hence u(s, T) for s close to l-must change sign as 7 crosses zero. 
Therefore, there must be a nontrivial solution of Y(s, T) 9 = 0 for s near 1 
and T small, contradicting the statement that /?(s, T) is strictly positive. 
Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let (1) have a solution structure in the vicinity of (uO , A,) as 
indicated in Figures 2a or 2b. Then in Figure 2a the upper and lower branches 
have qposite stabilities; if the upper branch is stable, for example, then the lower 
branch is unstable. In Figure 2b the two branches have the same stability. 
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Proof. In Figure 2a the upper and lower branches have opposite indices. 
This follows readily from topological degree theory. In fact, the degree 
must remain constant for X varying in a suitably small interval about h, , 
provided that D is a neighborhood of u,, sufficiently small to contain only the 
solutions of (5) indicated by the curve. For h > h, this degree must be zero, 
since a nonzero degree would imply the existence of solutions of (5). There- 
fore, the degree is zero when X < X, and this implies the result, since the 
degree is the sum of the indices of the two solutions. 
In the case of Figure 2b a similar argument shows the indices must be the 
same. 
The result stated in the introduction concerning the stability of the solution 
branches shown in Fig. 1 follows immediately from Corollary 2. 
FIGURE 3 
The results obtained here also imply a result of D. D. Joseph [3]. Joseph 
shows that for certain convection problems the structure of the solutions is 
as shown in Fig. 3. The parameter in this case is the Rayleigh number R. At 
(R, , 0) we have a simple bifurcation point with one supercritical branch (A) 
and one subcritical branch B. By arguments in [4], it can be shown that the 
supercritical branch is stable and the subcritical branch unstable. By the 
arguments in the present paper we see that the subcritical branch regains 
stability “after it makes the turn.” 
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Joseph obtains his result by a direct perturbation analysis of the critical 
eigenvalue. The success of perturbation methods generally depends, however, 
on the first terms in the perturbation series not vanishing. If  the first terms 
do vanish, then higher order terms must be calculated in order to obtain 
the result, with a corresponding (and rapid) increase in the complexity of the 
calculations. 
4. THE FINITE DIMENSIONAL CASE 
The relationship between the index of an equilibrium solution and its 
stability is much more transparent in the finite dimensional case, and so it 
may be of some value to give a brief discussion here. 
Let f  : W+l + R” be a Cr mapping, and consider the system of ordinary 
differential equations 
22 =f(x, A) 
where x E lW. Iff(f, A) = 0 then 2 is an equilibrium solution. By Lyapounov’s 
theorem ([I], Chapt. 13) 32; is stable if all eigenvalues of the Jacobian 
(4.1) 
have negative real parts, while R is unstable if some of these eigenvalues have 
positive real parts. 
The index of a solution is [6] 
i[x] = sgn det z . 
3 h.A) 
Let Q be an open set in R” and let the solutions off(x, A) = 0 (p fixed) in 0 
be E, ,..., [, . I f  (4.1) is invertible at [i ,..., 6, then the degree off in 52 is 
m  
dedf, Q, 0) = 2 q&l. 
k=l 
This degree remains constant as h varies provided no solutions off == 0 
cross X2. 
Now suppose we have two solution branches of f(~, A) =z 0 emanating 
from a point (x0 , A,). Let the matrix (4.1) evaluated at (x,, , A,) have a simple 
eigenvalue at the origin and all remaining eigenvalues strictly in the left 
half plane. Then, solution pairs (x’, A’) and (x”, A”) in a su$Gntly small 
nezkhborhood of (x0 , AO) have the same OY opposite stabilities if they have the 
same or opposite indices. 
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In fact, if u,‘,..., ~7~’ denote the eigenvalues of (4.1) at (x’, A’) while al”,..., u,” 
denote the eigenvalues of (4.1) at (x”, A”) then 
af# i[x’] = sgn det - 
a+ W.A') 
= sgn 13~' **a un' 
and 
For (x’, A’) near (x”, A”), the q’ are close to the ain, Therefore, for (x’, A’) 
and (x”, A”) both near (x0, A,) we have 
sgnu, n 
’ . . . (T  ’ = sgn ui **. 13: 
and i[x’] = &[x”] if and only if sgn q’ = -&gn ur”. 
Since the degree is the sum of the indices and remains constant for a 
domain D as h varies, provided no solutions cross &Q, information concerning 
the indices of the different solution branches can be determined from the 
shape of the solution curves. 
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